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Thanks Jack and Colin for your initial responses, and Colin I look forward to your additional
detailed responses shortly. I appreciate you are both volunteers for this unpaid role, this is a
particularly challenging period to be in that position, although I am volunteering to join you!
 
These are my personal views, although I am also an active member of WC-FLAG.
 
Colin, I agree with most of your points about co-operation and common sense, and would
welcome further open discussions and meetings to take this forward.
 
I'm not going to comment on history or allegations, as I was in the "silent majority" for most of it.
Also, I will leave the detailed questioning of specifications and building requirements to others, I
believe Seldi asked some excellent questions, to which Colin has said he will review and
respond. Ian has also just sent some over, and Sahira earlier.
 
My comments are more about objectives and strategy – taking this forward.
 
Firstly, I’d like to comment on two of your email comments, Jack

-       At the start you mention “some very supportive” emails, but unfortunately none of
those have been public, unlike the “opposite” ones. Of course it would be surprising if
there weren’t any supportive emails for a Board, but it is very disappointing that none so
far have been made public.
-       You say, below your bullet points, that the requested response times from WC-FLAG
were too tight, I believe 7-10 days should be adequate to produce an agreed response
from 4 busy people, given modern communication, even in a holiday period. The most
active WC-FLAG members have produced agreed responses within 48 hours typically

 
1. BOARD/CHAIRMAN - NEW DIRECTORS? 
Colin and Jack you are now both in very "exposed" positions, given the potential amount of
expenditure that you as a Board may have to sanction. Jack, as Chairman, with casting vote,
essentially you are in a position of "control" - you were when there were 4 Directors, but even
more so now there are only 2, and Colin your vote is unfortunately powerless now. I would
strongly urge you both to consider adding at least one additional Director, before the AGM,
ideally three so that there is an odd number, with a casting vote thus only required if one is
absent.
 



If those three happen to be part of WC-FLAG, we are also all individuals, and we would also
encourage others to offer to stand. Unless I missed it, I don't believe WC-FLAG has suggested
either of you stand down? Your experience and prior knowledge will I'm sure be valuable in the
difficult journey ahead.
 
Jack, you say in your email that the "pressure group ...have brought forward no alternative
proposals or strategies..."  I disagree as follows:-
1a. I think Sahira's engagement with Preet/Cameron has been very productive and their
support is potentially very useful to Warwick Crest. We also seek to engage with other local
buildings.
1b. from within WC-FLAG, Seldi has made some excellent technical points, along with Sahira
and Ian - eg are we an A or B building, re the EWS1, do we need scaffolding, or are there any
cheaper alternative approaches
1c. I believe "pressure" from WC-FLAG has now created a much more detailed and open
discussion than was previously happening - more information is now coming from the Board to
Leaseholders than before, eg the spec - whilst I accept you didn't want a "free-for-all", the Zoom
call was too "controlled" by the Board and not a proper discussion - we need another General
open meeting or public discussion.
1d. we do not have all the information you yourselves have as Directors, so some of questions
are "blind"
 
2. FUNDING CONFUSION/DEADLINES etc
I think we are all aligned that the Government has handled this very badly - we are hopeful with
your new information from Homes England that we may be able to secure at least partial
funding, although it seems uncertain whether that would arrive before expenditure is required.
Clearly we are also all aligned that ideally Government Funding should cover as much as
possible! I note in Cameron's email just received that only some of the likely expenditure will be
covered.
 
3. SPECIFICATION/EXPENDITURE 
Here we may not be aligned, and I point to Seldi's detailed questions, along with Ian’s today
and look forward to your response. In your email, Jack, point 7, "you appointed David Kelly as
project manager...". I have several questions:-
3a. is he on a fixed fee or a % fee based on total expenditure??? - hopefully the former,
otherwise he has an inbuilt incentive for the expenditure to be higher
3b. what remit/questions was he given??? - clearly we all want the building to be safe and legal,
but given the Funding doubt, we should also want it to be economic, ie the minimum spend for
our residents to be safe and for the building to be legal. Eg is scaffolding really necessary,
given its huge expense, could abseiling provide a more economic solution?
3c. were several potential Project Managers approached and their suggestions reviewed by the
Board?
 
I'm not questioning his knowledge or pedigree, simply what is the remit and parameters under
which he is operating. Eg I accept that whilst scaffolding is up, it may make sense to use it for
other jobs, potentially saving money down the line, but only if it is absolutely necessary to have
scaffolding in the first place! In my view, the Ground Rent is already too high for the Flats
without pulling forward future expenditure, unless there is a very strong case for an overall
saving.
 
Colin in your email you mention now sharing the Specification, thanks, but I think that sharing is
quite overdue - the 200+ page specification is far from easy to read, we have no idea really
whether it is all necessary, or whether it is over the top …
 
….and we all need to know that we have the same objective - ie THE LOWEST POSSIBLE
END COST TO LEASEHOLDERS!
 
kind regards, Gregg
 


